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Tracked Technical Committee comments on published Usage Guidelines in MyStandards, and ASX project responses
Date of ASX 

response

Collection Name Guideline Name Context ID Comment User CHESS Replacement response

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 / 1 Annotation should include note that this also covers the EIS220 and EIS512 messages. Laik Tan EIS 220 has been descoped, authorisation is not required by ASX Ops for Registration Details.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /AccountParties/OtherParty 1 Shouldn't this be [1..1]? Laik Tan Other Parties is not populated in all scenarios where registration details are provided. 

In some scenarios (such as zero holding balance notification to Registry), acct.002 message will have minimum information i.e. will not have elements 

inside 'Other Party', hence this has been designed as optional.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /AccountParties/OtherParty/OtherPartyDetails/PrimaryCommunicationA

ddress/Email

1 Why is this defined as text{1,256} when FS and previous account message UG's define it as text{1,318}?

Also, EIS512 has an Email Cancellation element - how do we know to delete an email address in this message?

Laik Tan The data type of element 'Email' in ISO base message acct.001/002/003 is Max256Text. The ISO base messages used in earlier approach (reda.018) had a 

length of 318 hence the change. As mentioned in the TC, the Functional Specifications and Technical documentation has not been updated. This will be 

updated in the later release of Technical documentation. The Usage guidelines were released for early review and feedback from the participants 

following the Technical Committee meeting.

acct_002 message will provide the latest snapshot of the information on the account. 

For acct_003 message, if the CSP receives the account modification request with modification action Delete and email address mentioned the CSP will 

delete the email address associated with the account/holder.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /AccountParties/PrincipalAccountParty/PrimaryOwner/AdditionalInform

ation/AdditionalInformation

1 HolderAccountUpdateReason_ASX_1 code list does not exist in the published CDE2 ASX proprietary code list? Laik Tan As mentioned in the Technical Committee, the Functional Specifications and Technical documentation has not yet been updated. This will be updated in 

the later release of Technical documentation. The Usage guidelines were released for early review and feedback from the participants following the 

Technical Committee meeting.

ASX proprietary code list will be attached to the collection when ASX publishes next set of message UGs for review.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /AccountParties/PrincipalAccountParty/PrimaryOwner/AdditionalInform

ation/Status/Proprietary/Identification

1 HolderAccountUpdateReason_ASX_1 code list does not exist in the published CDE2 ASX proprietary code list? Laik Tan As mentioned in the Technical Committee, the Functional Specifications and Technical documentation has not yet been updated. This will be updated in 

the later release of Technical documentation. The Usage guidelines were released for early review and feedback from the participants following the 

Technical Committee meeting.

ASX proprietary code list will be attached to the collection when ASX publishes next set of message UGs for review.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /AccountParties/PrincipalAccountParty/PrimaryOwner/AdditionalInform

ation/Status/Proprietary/Identification

2 Sorry, the previous comment on this element relates to the HolderAccountStatus_ASX_1 code list. Laik Tan As mentioned in the Technical Committee, the Functional Specifications and Technical documentation has not yet been updated. This will be updated in 

the later release of Technical documentation. The Usage guidelines were released for early review and feedback from the participants following the 

Technical Committee meeting.

ASX proprietary code list will be attached to the collection when ASX publishes next set of message UGs for review.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /AccountParties/PrincipalAccountParty/PrimaryOwner/Party/IndividualP

erson/NamePrefix/Proprietary/Identification

1 What value should be provided if the Individual is not deceased? Laik Tan

 'Name Prefix' is an optional element and will not be used if the Individual is not deceased.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /AccountParties/PrincipalAccountParty/PrimaryOwner/Party/IndividualP

erson/PostalAddress

1 Why is this mandatory when the Postal Address element for Company type Holders is optional?  This is unnecessary if the Holder address is not provided? Laik Tan  'Postal Address' is mandatory for 'Individual Person' in ISO base message acmt.002.

When the Holder address is not provided, 'Country code' is the only field that will be provided (as this is mandatory in ISO base message). This will be 

populated with dummy value 'ZZ'

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /AccountParties/PrincipalAccountParty/PrimaryOwner/Party/IndividualP

erson/PostalAddress/Country

1 Why is this mandatory?  This is unnecessary if the Holder address is not provided? Laik Tan  'Postal Address' is mandatory for 'Individual Person' in ISO base message acmt.002.

When the Holder address is not provided, 'Country code' is the only field that will be provided (as this is mandatory in ISO base message). This will be 

populated with dummy value 'ZZ'

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /AccountParties/PrincipalAccountParty/PrimaryOwner/Party/Organisatio

n/PostalAddress/Country

1 Why is this mandatory?  This is unnecessary if the Holder address is not provided?  Also missing the annotation about 'ZZ' if address is not supplied. Laik Tan If the holder address for 'Organisation' is not provided, the entire 'Postal Address' block can be excluded as this is optional in the message. Hence country 

code 'ZZ' is not required here.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /ConfirmationDetails/ConfirmationType/Proprietary/Identification 1 NotificationReason_ASX_1 code list does not exist in the published CDE2 ASX proprietary code list? Laik Tan As mentioned in the Technical Committee, the Functional Specifications and Technical documentation has not yet been updated. This will be updated in 

the later release of Technical documentation. The Usage guidelines were released for early review and feedback from the participants following the 

Technical Committee meeting.

ASX proprietary code list will be attached to the collection when ASX publishes next set of message UGs for review.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /Extension 1 Please confirm the Mailing Addressee Line will always be populated when this message is sent to Registry. Laik Tan  'Mailing Addressee Line' will not always be provided. 

For example, when an account holding has decreased to a zero holding position, CSP will send minimum information to the Issuer including Notification 

Reason, Security Code, Account Identification.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /InvestmentAccount/AccountStatus/Enabled/Reason/Code/Proprietary/I

dentification

1 HolderAccountUpdateReason_ASX_1 code list does not exist in the published CDE2 ASX proprietary code list? Laik Tan As mentioned in the Technical Committee, the Functional Specifications and Technical documentation has not yet been updated. This will be updated in 

the later release of Technical documentation. The Usage guidelines were released for early review and feedback from the participants following the 

Technical Committee meeting.

ASX proprietary code list will be attached to the collection when ASX publishes next set of message UGs for review.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /InvestmentAccount/AccountStatus/Other/Reason/Identification 1 HolderAccountUpdateReason_ASX_1 code list does not exist in the published CDE2 ASX proprietary code list? Laik Tan As mentioned in the Technical Committee, the Functional Specifications and Technical documentation has not yet been updated. This will be updated in 

the later release of Technical documentation. The Usage guidelines were released for early review and feedback from the participants following the 

Technical Committee meeting.

ASX proprietary code list will be attached to the collection when ASX publishes next set of message UGs for review.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /InvestmentAccount/AccountStatus/Other/Status/Identification 1 HolderAccountStatus_ASX_1 code list does not exist in the published CDE2 ASX proprietary code list? Laik Tan As mentioned in the Technical Committee, the Functional Specifications and Technical documentation has not yet been updated. This will be updated in 

the later release of Technical documentation. The Usage guidelines were released for early review and feedback from the participants following the 

Technical Committee meeting.

ASX proprietary code list will be attached to the collection when ASX publishes next set of message UGs for review.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /InvestmentAccount/Designation 1 Missing annotation to change type/code to text{1,80}. Laik Tan ISO base message acmt.002 has designation as Max35Text. We have changed the designation to Max35Text as a result type change is not applicable 

here. Functional specifications will be updated. 

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_002_001_05_acmt.002.001.07 /RelatedReference/Reference 1 Annotation says this is equivalent of EIS BP 48 Transaction ID.  Shouldn't this be BP 62 Origin Transaction ID? Laik Tan Agree. This will be updated in the next version.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_003_001_04_acmt.003.001.07 / 1 Why doesn't the Account Modification Request have Taxation Country & Taxation Identification Number elements like the Account Creation Request 

does?

Laik Tan Taxation Country & Taxation Identification Number fields can be populated only when the participant wishes to create a 'Registration Identifier' type of 

account.

'Registration Identifier' accounts are temporary in nature to facilitate other functions such as 'Transfer and Conversions'. Modification of data associated 

with these accounts will not be allowed.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_003_001_04_acmt.003.001.07 / 2 Wrong annotation - This is equivalent of EIS203, not EIS202. Laik Tan Agree. This will be updated in the next version.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_003_001_04_acmt.003.001.07 /ModifiedAccountParties/OtherParty/OtherPartyDetails/PrimaryCommu

nicationAddress/Email

1 Why is this defined as text{1,256} when FS defines it as text{1,318}.

Also, EIS203 has an Email Cancellation element - how do we tell CSP to delete an email address in this message?

Laik Tan

The data type of element 'Email' in ISO base message acct.001/002/003 is Max256Text. The ISO base messages used in earlier approach (reda.014) had a 

length of 318 hence the change. As mentioned in the Technical Committee, the Functional Specifications and Technical documentation has not yet been 

updated. This will be updated in the later release of Technical documentation. The Usage guidelines were released for early review and feedback from 

the participants following the Technical Committee meeting.

Delete email address can be specified using 'Modification Scope Indication' as 'Delete Data Set' and populating email address under 

OtherParty/OtherPartyDetails/PrimaryCommunicationAddress/Email.

Note:  Where an Account Sponsor role requires to update or remove an attribute for an account (i.e. Address, Communication Preferences, Email, Mobile 

Number, Residency Indicator), the account name is a mandatory element. The Account Sponsor role is to populate 'NONREF' into the account name XML 

tag (OtherPartyDetails/Party/Organisation/Name).

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_003_001_04_acmt.003.001.07 /ModifiedInvestmentAccount/AccountStatusUpdateInstruction/UpdateIn

struction/Proprietary/Identification

1 Is there a version of the proprietary code list available that contains the allowable values of HolderAccountStatus_ASX_1? A similar comment applies to 

some other fields in this set of messages.

Craig Gray As mentioned in the Technical Committee, the Functional Specifications and Technical documentation has not yet been updated. This will be updated in 

the later release of Technical documentation. The Usage guidelines were released for early review and feedback from the participants following the 

Technical Committee meeting.

ASX proprietary code list will be attached to the collection when ASX publishes next set of message UGs for review.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_003_001_04_acmt.003.001.07 /ModifiedInvestmentAccount/AccountStatusUpdateInstruction/UpdateIn

struction/Proprietary/Identification

2 HolderAccountStatus_ASX_1 Code list does not exist in published CDE2 ASX Proprietary Code List? Laik Tan As mentioned in the Technical Committee, the Functional Specifications and Technical documentation has not yet been updated. This will be updated in 

the later release of Technical documentation. The Usage guidelines were released for early review and feedback from the participants following the 

Technical Committee meeting.

ASX proprietary code list will be attached to the collection when ASX publishes next set of message UGs for review.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_003_001_04_acmt.003.001.07 /ModifiedInvestmentAccount/Designation 1 Missing annotation to change type/code to text{1,80}.

What if an Account Designation was actually REMOVE?  How would you differentiate between modifying as REMOVE or deleting?

Laik Tan ISO base message acmt.003 has designation as Max35Text. We have changed the designation to Max35Text as a result type change is not applicable 

here. Functonal Specification will be updated.

Based on our analysis, the account designation of "REMOVE" doesn't exist. The purpose of the designation is to provide additional information about the 

account, for example " Domestic Trading Account". 

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_001_001_06_acmt.001.001.07 / 1 This comment applies to acct_001, acct_002 & acct_003 UG's.  They seem a bit complicated having different element nodes for Single vs Joint Holders 

and further more, Company vs Individual?  Could this be simplified to have a single element node but have attributes to define if the holder is 

company/individual etc.?

Laik Tan Fully understand the point you are making however the ISO base message requires the data to be populated in the structured way. 

Secondly, some elements inside the base message are specific to the type of holder we are referring to. 

For example 'LegalEntityIdentifier' and 'RegistrationDate' are present only under 'Organisation'

'BirthDate' is present only under 'IndividualPerson'.

Populating the data in a structured way makes all 3 messages identical and eaiser from implementation perspective.

May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_001_001_06_acmt.001.001.07 /AccountParties/OtherParty/OtherPartyDetails/Party/Organisation/Nam

e

1 Previously, ASX advised that CSP will be responsible for creating the Account Name by concatenating all holder names with [space] [plus] [space].  Has 

this changed? If this is still the case, then this element should be removed.

Laik Tan This is still the case for all account types except 'Registration Identifier'. In case of 'Registration Identifier',  participants must supply 'Account Name' 

hence this element is optional in the message.
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May-19  ASX_AU_CHS_draft_acct acct_001_001_06_acmt.001.001.07 /AccountParties/OtherParty/OtherPartyDetails/PrimaryCommunicationA

ddress/Email

1 Why is this defined as text{1,256} when FS and previous account messages define it as text{1,318} Laik Tan The data type of element 'Email' in ISO base message acct.001/002/003 is Max256Text. The ISO base messages used in earlier approach had a length of 

318 hence the change. As mentioned in the TC, the Functional Specifications and Technical documentation has not yet been updated. This will be 

updated in the later release of Technical documentation. The Usage guidelines were released for early review and feedback from the participants 

following the Technical Committee meeting.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 105_001_02_sese_023_001_07 /Linkages 1 Our understanding is that the objective here is to link incoming and outgoing scheduled bilateral transactions; however, there is nothing in these 

guidelines that clearly expresses this very specific reason for linking the transactions. The purpose needs to be more explicit, or the ability to use Linkages 

for other purposes in the future may be compromised. 

More work needs to be done on this. Perhaps use before/after Processing Position, with the other transaction directly referenced via Reference / 

Securities Settlement Transaction Identification.

Craig Gray Thank you for raising this.

The usage of the linkage will be described in the New Settlement Procedure Guideline not in the usage guideline.

ASX was intending to add Processing Position> Code: With. However, “with” element has a mandatory LinkageRule* that does not reflect the ASX model. 

Processing Position is option then ASX remove this element. 

* linkageRule: If Code WITH is used, then the one or more instruction which are linked become bound and must be executed together. Even if one single 

transactions/instructions/notifications cannot be executed, then all the other transactions/instructions/notifications must also be kept pending. 

Therefore, the use of code WITH must be limited to combine up to 2 or 3 transactions/instructions/notifications.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 105_001_02_sese_023_001_07 /Linkages/ProcessingPosition 1 This element should be reinstated, even if with restricted values, so that there is some explicit indication in the message of why the transactions are 

being linked. Refer comment on Linkages element. 

This also needs to be addressed in 106_001_02_sese_024_001_08.

Craig Gray Please, refer response above.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 105_001_02_sese_023_001_07 /Linkages/Reference/SecuritiesSettlementTransactionIdentification 1 ASX annotation describes this as “common for each linked message,” which sounds like we are linking a set of messages via a common identifier supplied 

here. If that is the case, then I think you should be using Pool Identification, not Securities Settlement Transaction Identification. Pool Identification is 

defined by ISO as a “collective reference identifying a set of messages,” which sounds like what we are talking about here.  On the other hand, Securities 

Settlement Transaction Identification is defined by ISO as an “unambiguous identification of a securities settlement transaction as known by the account 

owner,” in other words, the identifier of a specific settlement transaction, and that does not sound like what we are talking about here.

This also needs to be addressed in 106_001_02_sese_024_001_08.

However, refer suggestion in comment on Linkages element. If that were adopted, then using Securities Settlement Transaction Identification would be 

correct.

Craig Gray Thank you for raising this.

ASX agrees that Pool Identification would be a better mapping. However, this element is inconsistent in the ISO 20022 messages. The request message 

(sese.023) has Pool Identification, but the response sese.024 or sese.025 does not. The Securities Settlement Transaction Identification was the only 

element found across all messages.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 105_001_02_sese_023_001_07 /SettlementParameters/HoldIndicator 1 In the event that holding had been successfully locked in the Delivering HIN, can you please confirm whether an unsolicited message will be sent to the 

Controlling Participant to notify the new Blocked and Available balances?

Khanh Ler ASX will consider to inform the balances in the report.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 105_001_02_sese_023_001_07 /SettlementParameters/HoldIndicator 2 This indicator is normally used to place the settlement transaction itself on hold.  Using it instead to influence locking of the securities that are the subject 

of that transaction is quite confusing if not invalid. Refer also comment # 1 here, and the comments at 106_001_02_sese_024_001_08 / Processing Status 

/ Proprietary / Proprietary Status, and variously on 115_001_01_semt_013_001_04 and 116_001_01_semt_015_001_06, which suggest some further 

thought needs to be given to this locking mechanism.

Craig Gray Agreed- The mapping was changed from: Holder Indicator to: Settlement Transaction Condition.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 105_001_02_sese_023_001_07 /SettlementParameters/SettlementTransactionCondition/Proprietary/Ide

ntification

1 Notwithstanding the response from ASX to our comment on introducing Settlement Transaction Conditions UDTR, UDRP and BDTR on 

201_001_02_sese_023_001_07, we are still not convinced of the need for these, and equally the need for USSI and BSSI here, especially when all these 

codes are peculiar to ASX. If it is to control workflow, to invoke unilateral versus bilateral processing (reference ASX response on 

201_001_02_sese_023_001_07), then surely this can be decided just by checking whether the delivering and receiving parties are the same or different.

We are very happy to see EIS101, EIS105 and EIS107 being consolidated into one message, and also EIS001, EIS003 and EIS005 being consolidated, but 

adding these transaction conditions undoes a lot of that good work, by effectively splitting most of them back out again into separate cases. And you 

could have taken this further, and consolidated them all.

There is an important principle here. You mention invoking the correct workflow in your reply to our comment on 201_001_02_sese_023_001_07, but it 

looks like what you are talking about is ASX’s internal workflow (whether counterparty matching is required or not, whether an allegement workflow 

needs to be invoked or not). We are not sure that the participant should have to care about that, or should have to supply ASX-invented message codes 

or condition codes that hint at internal workflow differences, or maybe are just there in an attempt to preserve the structure of CHESS. For the 

participant, all settlement instructions arguably have the exact-same ISO workflow, and potentially can be processed uniformly. There is no difference 

whether they are unilateral or bilateral, or demand or scheduled: (1) the participant sends the instruction, (2) ASX sends one or more status updates if 

needed (unmatched, matched, scheduled, etc.), and finally (3) ASX sends the confirmation; it is very simple.

Please also refer to our emails of 11 and 22 October.

Craig Gray Thank you for raising this.

ASX had meetings with other Vendors and Participants related to Settlement Transaction Condition Codes. It was raised that Settlement Transaction 

Condition is a key element to build their system, also mitigate the chance of error (double control).

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 105_001_02_sese_023_001_07 /SettlementTypeAndAdditionalParameters/CommonIdentification 1 Please review our comment made on 201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 / Settlement Type And Additional Parameters / Common Identification, which is 

equally applicable here.  We are not convinced this necessarily implies mandatory matching at Supplementary Reference level (refer ASX’s response to 

our comment). Quoting the counterparty’s Safekeeping Account would be optional, so it would only be used for matching if supplied. We still think this 

suggestion is worth considering.

Craig Gray Thanks Craig.  In its current form, the Supplementary Reference field is free form and it appears that some participants could be populating this field with 

what appears to be a HIN or a Contract Number or any other value. ASX does not mandate the use of only the HIN so that is why “Safekeeping Account” 

was not the ISO element selected for mapping.  It can be acknowledged that broader agreement maybe required so ASX will discuss internally and 

determine the necessary action. 

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 105_001_02_sese_023_001_07 /TradeDetails/InvestorCapacity 1 Notwithstanding ASX response to equivalent comment made on 201_001_02_sese_023_001_07, we still think that the foreign-guaranteed condition is 

better implemented as a Trade Transaction Condition, rather than as Investor Capacity. It should not matter that Trade Transaction Conditions are also 

being used for Basis of Movement (reference ASX response to our comment on 201_001_02_sese_023_001_07); we could simply add the code for 

foreign-guaranteed along with the others (the standard ISO Trade Transaction Condition codes cover other sorts of conditions than Basis of Movement, 

so surely we can follow that precedent). 

The arguments we made in our comment on 201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 still stand; in summary: (1) the foreign-guaranteed condition fundamentally 

has nothing to do with Investor Capacity (if SWIFT recommended this, I can only guess they did not understand what foreign-guaranteed does), and (2) 

Trade Transaction Conditions have the benefit of flowing straight through to allegements without having to be diverted via Supplementary Data.

But the strongest argument is that, in practice, basis of movement and foreign-guaranteed are used in the same way, to control delivery of the correct 

stock; to ensure, for example, that an investor who purchased cum-dividend stock gets cum-dividend stock, or one who purchased foreign-guaranteed 

stock gets foreign-guaranteed stock. They therefore belong together quite naturally, and are functionally equivalent.

This change would also have to be reflected in 110_001_01_sese_028_001_06 / Trade Details / Trade Transaction Condition, and 

110_001_01_sese_028_001_06 / Supplementary Data / Trade Additional Details / Investor Capacity could be removed.

Craig Gray Thank you for your input. 

We did consider your suggestion however ‘Trade Transaction Condition’ is an optional element with exact 4 char length. We have mapped ‘Override Basis 

of Movement’ to this element.

‘Guaranteed Foreign Indicator’ is also an optional indicator. If we have to map ‘Guaranteed Foreign Indicator’ to ‘Trade Transaction Condition’, we will 

have to add some kind of a qualifier to distinguish between ‘Override Basis of Movement’ and ‘Guaranteed Foreign Indicator’. Adding a qualifier here will 

not be possible because exact 4 char length of the ISO element.

In absence of a qualifier, we can’t even enforce the order in which the elements need to be populated because both the elements are optional in nature. 

Hence we believe the current mapping fits the purpose and should stay as it is.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 105_001_02_sese_023_001_07 /TradeDetails/TradeDate 1 If Trade Date is populated on a “unilateral” transaction, will the transaction be rejected, or will Trade Date just be ignored? Is there a strong reason for 

disallowing Trade Date on unilateral messages (stronger than the simple fact that EIS105 and EIS107 did not contain Trade Date)? We fully support 

consolidating messages, but to maximise the benefit of that you need to unify the processing as much as possible.

Craig Gray The Transaction will be rejected.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 106_001_02_sese_024_001_08 / 1 The UML diagrams should label this message consistently, perhaps “Status Advice – Settlement Scheduled” or something like that. Labelling the bilateral 

case “Confirmation – Bilateral Settlement Instruction” is particularly confusing because it makes it sound at first like it is a settlement confirmation.

Craig Gray Thank you.

All the umls will be revisited and published in the December release.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 106_001_02_sese_024_001_08 /MatchingStatus 1 Because the participant may previously have received a sese.024 with “Unmatched” Matching Status (109_001_01_sese_024_001_08), it would make 

sense for this subsequent sese.024 to explicitly show “Matched” Matching Status in addition to “Pending” Settlement Status (at very least in the case of a 

bilateral instruction).

Craig Gray Thank you for raising this.

Same message is used in Unilateral and Bilateral Instruction to maximise the benefit of consolidation, when the instruction is matched, the status will be 

Scheduled in both scenario.
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Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 106_001_02_sese_024_001_08 /ProcessingStatus/Proprietary/ProprietaryStatus 1 Not clear what is the point of reporting “Not Locked” status here, unless there are to be subsequent status updates that report a changed status. There is 

no evidence of subsequent updates in what we have been presented so far; unless I have missed it (please let me know).

Craig Gray The Participant will be a able to lock securities in 2 phases:

1. Applying a 'Securities Lock' on the holding within the Delivering HIN when a Settlement Lock is requested in the existing settlement instruction 

message sett.105. 

2. Allow 'SecuritesLock' on the holding within the Delivering HIN via a separate holding lock message request (hold.215) after a settlement instruction has 

been received where the original instruction did not have a lock associated to it.

For securities lock during Settlement Instruction (sett.105), It allow for the choice of applying a 'securities lock'  within the Delivering HIN upon 

request/matching for the Bilateral Settlement Instruction.

In case of Unmatched Settlement Instruction, If the units are not available, ASX will reject the transaction (comm.808).

In case of  Matched Settlement Instruction,  If the units are not available, ASX will not reject the transaction, sett.106 (Settlement Instruction Response) 

will be sent with the Processing Status> Proprietary Status> Lock or No Lock and Settlement Status> Scheduled.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 106_001_02_sese_024_001_08 /ProcessingStatus/Proprietary/ProprietaryStatus 2 Following on from the previous comment, having thought a bit more about it, the Processing Status of the settlement transaction is not the right place to 

keep track of the lock status of the securities that are to be delivered via that transaction, if that is what you are trying to do here. A bit more thought is 

called for, I think.

Craig Gray Please, refer response Proprietary Satus # 1

Processing Status was mapped in a Proprietary Code.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 107_001_02_sese_020_001_05 / 1 No issues with or questions about this message. Craig Gray Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 107_001_02_sese_020_001_05 / 2 Could please explain the comment  "The message may also be used to: - re-send a message previously sent."? Suresh Chinnappa Could you please clarify the questions. 

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 107_001_02_sese_020_001_05 /SafekeepingAccount/Identification 1 No issues with or questions about this message. Craig Gray Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 107_001_02_sese_020_001_05 /SafekeepingAccount/Identification 2 IGNORE COMMENT #1. It was posted in the wrong place. Craig Gray Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 115_001_01_semt_013_001_04 / 1 We have made several comments on this message and on 116_001_01_semt_015_001_06, but admit we may not fully understand the intended use. Craig Gray Please, refer response sett.106 /ProcessingStatus/Proprietary/ProprietaryStatus #1

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 115_001_01_semt_013_001_04 / 2 We notice there seems to be no use of semt.014 Intra Position Movement Status Advice in this workflow. Will there be no requirement for this, perhaps 

in rejection handling?

Craig Gray The rejection will be with comm.808 (Rejected Transaction)

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 115_001_01_semt_013_001_04 /IntraPositionDetails/SettlementDate 1 Proposed use is incorrect under ISO. This is the date on which the intra-position movement is to take place. If you are trying to lock securities for 

settlement, you want that to happen now, not on the settlement date of the settlement transaction. Perhaps use a proprietary date code to indicate 

immediate settlement is required.

Craig Gray Agreed- Changed for New Data Requirement (Request date)

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 115_001_01_semt_013_001_04 /Linkages 1 Linkages could be reinstated to facilitate linking the Intra Position Movement Instruction to the corresponding settlement instruction. A proprietary 

Processing Position code might be needed to make the reason for linking explicit.

Craig Gray Agreed. Added linkage to map Target Transaction Id. 

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 115_001_01_semt_013_001_04 /TransactionIdentification 1 Proposed use is incorrect under ISO. This should be a new transaction identification, identifying this Intra Position Movement Instruction. It is not meant 

to be a reference to a settlement transaction. Another way of identifying the settlement transaction should be found, possibly via Linkages.

Craig Gray Agree. Mapping changed.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 116_001_01_semt_015_001_06 / 1 A few comments from an Issuer/Registry perspective:

- Will issuers have visibility of these locks (both administrative and settlement)?

- Settlement locks could be in place for 2 days (from trade through to settlement) and the volume could be far greater than the current use of 

subpositions – until we have examined the impact on the issuer’s ability to apply corporate actions to locked holdings we cannot be satisfied with the 

design and process flow of this message.

- Administrative locks could be in place for an extended period (this is the case in current CHESS?)

Laik Tan 1. Administrative locks will be notified to the Issuer/registry via the hold_205 and currently the Settlement Locks will not be notified to the 

Issuer/Registry.

2. ASX would be appreciative of your impact analysis as this will assist us to understand why you may need to know about such locks  (e.g. settlement 

and/or collateral) in the future even though sub-position information is not made available to you in current CHESS. 

3. Agree

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 116_001_01_semt_015_001_06 /AdditionalParameters/AccountOwnerTransactionIdentification 1 Proposed use is incorrect under ISO. This should be the identification of the Intra Position Movement Transaction, not of the related settlement 

transaction.

Craig Gray Agree. Mapping changed.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 108_001_02_sese_027_001_05 / 1 Comment here covers this message, 118_001_01_sese_027_001_05 and 112_001_01_sese_027_001_05; it also has implications for 

210_001_01_sese_027_001_05. 

Some proposed uses of sese.027 are questionable from the point of view of ISO workflow. There is no issue when sese.027 is being sent back to the 

participant that sent the actual cancellation request; that is exactly what the message is for. This includes where “Pending Cancellation” status is sent 

back to a requesting participant, where a status indicating withdrawal is sent back, or where successful “Cancelled” status is sent back, and in the case of 

a bilateral instruction the last one will be sent to both parties, and in both cases will reference the relevant party’s own cancellation request. Those uses 

are fine; it is the other uses that are questionable.

Most questionable is sending it to the counterparty on cancellation of an unmatched bilateral instruction. This does not make sense. Not only has the 

counterparty not sent a cancellation request (so shouldn’t be receiving a status update on a cancellation request), but the counterparty does not even 

have a settlement instruction to cancel! The counterparty only has an allegement. In this case you should instead be sending semt.020 (Securities 

Message Cancellation Advice), to cancel the allegement notification (as per MDR). Having to incorporate sese.027 into allegement workflow is too much 

of a departure. Semt.020 would be appropriate both when the originating participant cancels the unmatched instruction, and when ASX cancels it as part 

of housekeeping.

Also questionable is sending it to the originating party when an unmatched bilateral instruction is cancelled by ASX housekeeping. Again, sese.027 is a 

status update on a cancellation request, but the originator has not sent a cancellation request. Sending a sese.024 with “Cancelled” Processing Status 

would make more sense.

Even more so, sese.027 should not be sent to the counterparty as a kind of “cancellation allegement” for matched bilateral instructions (refer 

118_001_01_sese_027_001_05), again simply because this message is a status update on a cancellation request, and the counterparty has not sent a 

cancellation request yet. It would make more sense to send a sese.024 to the counterparty, with “Cancellation Requested” Processing Status, as this 

exactly reflects what has happened.

Equally, if an unmatched cancellation request is withdrawn, the originator of the request correctly should receive a sese.027 referencing that request 

(112_001_01_sese_027_001_05), but the counterparty should simply receive a further status update on their settlement instruction (sese.024), reverting 

from the “Cancellation Requested” status previously advised.

Consistent principles should be followed for bilateral demand transfers, to the extent that they apply, with equivalent use of semt.020, sese.024 and 

sese.027. We made some comment on this in the previous cycle, but not as comprehensively as here; please give precedence to this comment over any 

comment we left on 210_001_01_sese_027_001_05.

Craig Gray Thank you, really valuable feedback!

The flow was reviewed with SWIFT:

Cancellation Request

1. P1 sends to ASX sese.020 (SecuritiesTransactionCancellationRequest). This message is across  ISO Business Area. 

2. ASX sends to P1 sese.027  (Cancellation Status Advice) to P1

3. ASX sends to P2 semt.020  (SecuritiesMessageCancellationAdvice)

Housekeeping

1. ASX send to P1 sese.024 (SecuritiesSettlementTransactionStatusAdvice)

2. ASX sends to P2 semt.020  (SecuritiesMessageCancellationAdvice)

The flows for each scenario (unmatched, matched and withdrawal) will be published in the December Release.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 108_001_02_sese_027_001_05 / 2 I would like to discuss this at the TC meeting to appreciate what Craig has requested. Suresh Chinnappa Please, refer response 108_001_02_sese_027_001_05/ #1

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 108_001_02_sese_027_001_05 /CancellationRequestReference 1 Would prefer this to reference the originating sese.020, rather than being an ASX-generated reference. If the suggestions noted in our comments at 

108_001_02_sese_027_001_05 (root level) were taken up, then this would become possible.

Craig Gray Target Transaction Id from sese.020 is mapped as Account Owner Transaction Identification.

Cancellation Request Reference created by ASX will be used in case of withdrawal.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 109_001_01_sese_024_001_08 / 1 No issues with or questions about this message. Craig Gray Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 109_001_01_sese_024_001_08 / 2 No issues with this message. Wayne Murphy Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 109_001_01_sese_024_001_08 / 3 No issues Suresh Chinnappa Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 110_001_01_sese_028_001_06 / 1 No issues with or questions about this actual message.

However, we did make a comment on the very similar 208_001_01_sese_028_001_06 about use of sese.029, and that comment is applicable here, too. 

ASX appears to have misunderstood our comment. We were not saying there was anything wrong with using sese.028 (reference ASX reply to our 

comment); sese.028 is obviously the correct message. We were just flagging what looks like an incomplete implementation of ISO allegement workflow. If 

you send us a sese.028, then we would expect a follow-up sese.029 (allegement removal) once we sent a matching settlement instruction. We just 

wanted absolutely to confirm that this workflow is deliberately incomplete.

Craig Gray Thank you for clarification

The Participant will received sese.025 instead of sese.029. 

ASX will not generate another message.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 110_001_01_sese_028_001_06 / 2 I refer to Craig's comment.  I understand the request but is there a benefit in sending allegement closure message when the trade is being matched?  Can 

we discuss at the next committee meeting please?

Suresh Chinnappa Please, refer response 110_001_01_sese_028_001_06/ #1
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Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 111_001_01_sese_020_001_05 / 1 Not comfortable with sese.020 being used to withdraw a cancellation request, as that is simply not its purpose. What to use instead, though, is a bit of a 

conundrum, but sese.020 is simply not right. 

Perhaps we can manage without it. Does the participant really need the ability to withdraw a cancellation request? Should we just rely on ASX 

housekeeping? How often do cancellation withdrawals happen in CHESS at the moment?

Craig Gray Matched Cancellation

Request P1

1. P1 sends to ASX sese.020 (SecuritiesTransactionCancellationRequest). This message is across  ISO Business Area. Transaction Id 

OtherTransactionIdentification (Cancellation Request Reference)

2. ASX sends to P1 sese.027  (Cancellation Status Advice) to P1

3. ASX sends to P2 sese.024  (SecuritiesSettlementTransactionStatusAdvice)- Changed

Withdraw- The withdrawal flow was reviewed and changed. The sese.020 can be used to withdraw. 

1. P1 sends to ASX sese.020 (SecuritiesTransactionCancellationRequest). Transaction Id mapped as OtherTransactionIdentification (Cancellation Request 

Reference)

2. ASX sends to P1 sese.027  (Cancellation Status Advice) to P1

3. ASX sends to P2 semt.020  (SecuritiesMessageCancellationAdvice) - Changed

Housekeeping

1. ASX send to P1 sese.024 (SecuritiesSettlementTransactionStatusAdvice) - Changed

2. ASX sends to P2 semt.020  (SecuritiesMessageCancellationAdvice)- Changed

Comment 2- Noted. ASX will investigate.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 111_001_01_sese_020_001_05 / 2 I would like to discuss this.  My understanding is message type 020 is used to cancel a trade.  The CHESS scenario is to cancel a cancelation request. Suresh Chinnappa There is not an explicit message in ISO 20022 to cancel a cancellation request. 

ASX will do further investigation with SWIFT.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 112_001_02_sese_027_001_05 / 1 Refer general comment on 111_001_01_sese_020_001_05. There will still, however, be a need for this message to cater for housekeeping operations. Craig Gray Noted

ASX will do further investigation with SWIFT.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 112_001_02_sese_027_001_05 / 2 Also refer comment on 108_001_02_sese_027_001_05 (root level). Craig Gray Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 112_001_02_sese_027_001_05 /CancellationRequestReference 1 “Cancelled” Processing Status should not be used here, as this is also the status used on a successful cancellation request (refer 

108_001_02_sese_027_001_05); its use here to indicate that the cancellation request will now not proceed is highly confusing. 

Far better to return a Processing Status of “Denied”, which means “instruction/request will not be executed.” That is precisely what has happened here: 

the cancellation request has been withdrawn by the originator, or by ASX housekeeping, and so will not be executed.

Craig Gray Agreed. Mapping changed to Denied.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 112_001_02_sese_027_001_05 /CancellationRequestReference 2 PLEASE IGNORE COMMENT #1. This was accidentally posted in the wrong place. Craig Gray Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 112_001_02_sese_027_001_05 /ProcessingStatus 1 “Cancelled” Processing Status should not be used here, as this is also the status used on a successful cancellation request (refer 

108_001_02_sese_027_001_05); its use here to indicate that the cancellation request will now not proceed is highly confusing. 

Far better to return a Processing Status of “Denied”, which means “instruction/request will not be executed.” That is precisely what has happened here: 

the cancellation request has been withdrawn by the originator, or by ASX housekeeping, and so will not be executed.

Craig Gray Agreed. Mapping changed to Denied.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 112_001_02_sese_027_001_05 /ProcessingStatus 2 I think we need to look at the whole cancellation process and how best the ISO 20022 message can be used effectively. Suresh Chinnappa Thank you for raising this.

ASX is investigating with SWIFT the solution and the impact.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 112_001_02_sese_027_001_05 /ProcessingStatus/Denied 1 Refer general comment on 111_001_01_sese_020_001_05. There will still, however, be a need for this message to cater for housekeeping operations. Craig Gray Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 112_001_02_sese_027_001_05 /ProcessingStatus/Denied 2 PLEASE IGNORE COMMENT #1. this was accidentally posted in the wrong place. Craig Gray Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 113_001_01_sese_030_001_07 / 1 I don't see any reference to EIS 121 - Change Settlement Instruction Request workflow. Can you please confirm that the intention is to remove the EIS 121 

workflow and only support EIS 125 (i.e. Maintain Settlement Instruction) workflow.

Khanh Ler EIS 121 was descoped according to TC Meeting of 6 June 2017. 

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 113_001_01_sese_030_001_07 / 2 From what I understand MT 125 is to allow a participant to change certain values which do not have recourse to the counter party.

We will need to review the E2E process for the modification/maintain message processes to determine best message practise.

Suresh Chinnappa In the TC Meeting of 6 June 2017, ASX proposed to follow the ISO Standard. It was agreed by the TC Members to descope EIS121 and keep EIS125 as some 

Participants uses to update information not related to the Counterparty.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 113_001_01_sese_030_001_07 /RequestDetails/Linkage 1 Not clear how Linkage is intended to be used here. Craig Gray Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 113_001_01_sese_030_001_07 /RequestDetails/Linkage 2 Please ignore Comment #1. We do understand this. Craig Gray Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 113_001_01_sese_030_001_07 /RequestDetails/Linkages 1 Refer comment on 105_001_02_sese_023_001_07 / Linkages. Any change made there would need to be reflected here. Craig Gray Noted

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 114_001_01_sese_031_001_07 / 1 Refer to my comments in regards to sese_030_001 Suresh Chinnappa Please, refer response 110_001_01_sese_028_001_06/ #1

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 114_001_01_sese_031_001_07 /RequestReference 1 This should point back to the requesting sese.030. It looks like we are putting a reference to the settlement instruction itself in here; that is not correct. 

We do have the settlement instruction correctly linked via Request Details / Reference / Account Owner Transaction Identification, which is perfect.

Craig Gray The request message sett.113 has Account Owner Transaction Id as Target Transaction Id. In sett.104 related reference is mandatory then It was mapped 

both Related Reference and Account Owner Transaction Id as Target Transaction Id (duplicated). The uml will be updated to reflected this.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 118_001_01_sese_027_001_05 / 1 Refer comment on 108_001_02_sese_027_001_05 (root level). Craig Gray Duplicated comment

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 118_001_01_sese_027_001_05 /CancellationRequestReference 1 Would prefer this to reference the originating sese.020, rather than being an ASX-generated reference. If the suggestions noted in our comment at 

108_001_02_sese_027_001_05 (root level) were taken up, then this would become possible.

Craig Gray Duplicated comment

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 118_001_01_sese_027_001_05 /ProcessingStatus/Cancelled 1 Refer comment on 108_001_02_sese_027_001_05 (root level). Craig Gray Duplicated comment

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 118_001_01_sese_027_001_05 /ProcessingStatus/Cancelled 2 IGNORE COMMENT #1. It was posted in the wrong place. Craig Gray Duplicated comment

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_comm 807_001_01_admi_002_001_01 / 1 This message is identical to 808_001_01_admi_002_001_01, apart from a subtle difference in use of Related Reference / Reference. Given this is the only 

difference, it would be better to consolidate the two into one (they are already the same ISO message, anyway). In CHESS, EIS540 had starkly different 

content from EIS518, so it had to be a different message; there is no similar justification for defining two messages here.

Craig Gray ASX will keep segregated to facilitate the identification of whether it is a schema error or business error.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_comm 807_001_01_admi_002_001_01 /Reason/RejectingPartyReason 1 Please advise when the External Code List will be updated with the new 4 character numeric codes and associated descriptions for this message. Laik Tan
The Code list will be published in the December and subsequent technical documentation releases.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_comm 808_001_01_admi_002_001_01 / 1 This message is identical to 807_001_01_admi_002_001_01, apart from a subtle difference in use of Related Reference / Reference. Given this is the only 

difference, it would be better to consolidate the two into one (they are already the same ISO message, anyway). In CHESS, EIS540 had starkly different 

content from EIS518, so it had to be a different message; there is no similar justification for defining two messages here.

Craig Gray ASX will keep segregated to facilitate the identification of whether it is a schema error or business error.

Nov-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_comm 808_001_01_admi_002_001_01 /Reason/RejectingPartyReason 1 Please advise when the External Code List will be updated with the New Error 4 character numeric codes and associated descriptions for this message. Laik Tan
The Code list will be published in the December and subsequent technical documentation releases.

Nov-18

1)” The unit quantity for a unilateral and bilateral demand transfer (001 or 005)  will be locked in the Delivering HIN such that it cannot be used for any 

other purpose other than this request, until such a time as the Bilateral demand transfer is effected or cancelled” . So it is unclear as to when the 

securities will be locked?

 

When exactly will CHESS lock the holdings on securities? will it be locked even when it is unmatched or rejected? 

LOCR - lock upon request, will CHESS  lock the holdings immediately when a participant sends request or even when the instruction is unmatched? Kindly 

help us understand the locking mechanism a little better. Additionally, I understand that participant can use semt.013 message to unlock securities as 

well.

Pradeep Pandian
For Demand Transfer, the securities will be locked immediately when a participant sends request. If there are no units available when the Participant 

sends the request message (hold.201), the message will be rejected (comm.808).

The Participant will be a able to lock securities in 2 phases:

1. Applying a 'Securities Lock' on the holding within the Delivering HIN when a Settlement Lock is requested in the existing settlement instruction 

message sett.105. 

2. Allow 'SecuritesLock' on the holding within the Delivering HIN via a separate holding lock message request (hold.215) after a settlement instruction has 

been received where the original instruction did not have a lock associated to it.

For securities lock during Settlement Instruction (sett.105), It allow for the choice of applying a 'securities lock'  within the Delivering HIN upon 

request/matching for the Bilateral Settlement Instruction.

In case of Unmatched Settlement Instruction, If the units is not available, ASX will reject the transaction (comm.808).

In case of  Matched Settlement Instruction,  If the units is not available, ASX will not reject the transaction, sett.106 (Settlement Instruction Response) 

will be sent with the Processing Status> Proprietary Status> Lock or No Lock and Settlement Status> Scheduled.

mailto:pradeep.pandian@citi.com
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Nov-18
2) Settlement Condition  - Require your Confirmation

 

Per my understanding, stated  below are the conditions to be used,

 

001 -> hold_201 - UDTR

003 -> hold_201 - UDRP

005 -> hold_201 - BDTR

 

101 -> sett_105 - BSSI

107 -> sett_105 - BSSI (We do not used 107)

105 -> sett_105  - USSI

 Correct. Only 107 is wrong.

001 -> hold_201 - UDTR

003 -> hold_201 - UDRP

005 -> hold_201 - BDTR

 

101 -> sett_105 - BSSI

107 -> sett_105 -USSI not BSSI

105 -> sett_105  - USSI

Nov-18 Do participants have the option to reject an alignment request(102 or 012) - sese.028?  If the Participant does not agree with the allegement request, the matched instruction is not sent.

Nov-18

4) Page 17 in "ISO_20022_Technical_Committee_Meeting_22May2018_Presentation.pdf", It says "Netted messages will contain Target Transaction Id 

that will relate to the original sett_101 (EIS164)". IF Netting comprises of multiple buys and sells on a given stock for a settlement date, 

how will CHESS communicate Transaction IDS of all the underlying EIS 164 (Trade notifications)?  (any sample illustration will help us understand, just our 

view)

ASX published umls with Transaction Id in MyStandard ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett Collection.

Nov-18
Could you please advise on the equivalent ISO base Message names for the below CHESS messages?

 

121         Change Settlement Instruction Request

122         Unmatched Change Settlement Instruction Request

130         Requested Settlement Instruction Change

124         Rescheduled Settlement Instruction

118         Cancelled Change Settlement Instruction Request

162         Suspended Settlement Instruction

123         Change SI cancellation request

128         Adjusted Settlement instruction

024         Seems this has been de-scoped - will this be comm_807? or comm_808?

These messages were not published in to-be yet.

You can find the as-is mapping in MyStandard ASX_AU_CHS_sett Collection

Nov-18

6) Page 36 on "ISO_20022_Technical_Committee_Meeting_9Oct2018_Presentation.pdf", unable to understand sese.025 and what sett_201 & sett_202 

means?

when/where do we use sett_201 & sett_202?

Each Business Message is named according to the following naming convention:

<Institution_Country_Service>_<Collection_Business Message ID>_<Major_Minor>_<ISO 20022 base message>

Because ISO 20022 requires an identifier to prefix all Business collections, the ASX’s identifier is “ASX_AU_CHS”.

For example,

ASX_AU_CHS_hold_201_001_01_sese_023_001_07

Institution Country System= ASX_AU_CHS

Collection= hold (Holding Movement)

Business Message ID= 201

Major= 001

Minor= 01

ISO 20022

base message= sese_023_001_07

Institution Country System= A default system parameter and should be ASX_AU_CHS

Collection= The Collection that the Business Message belongs to.

Example: 

Settlement= sett

Holding Movement= hold

Account Management= acct

Common= comm

Business Message ID=The Business message’s unique ID number

Major= The Business message’s unique ID number

Minor= The Business message’s minor change number

ISO 20022 base message=  The ISO 20022 base message ID

Nov-18

“Intra Position Movement Instruction V04” - semt.013 - When I look at Balance From, Annotation says

 

Lock :

 

From Available or Blocked

Available - Unlocked

Blocked - Locked

From: is a choice between Available or Blocked

To: is a choice between Available or Blocked

scenario 1:

From: Available

To:  Blocked

result: Lock securities

scenario 2:

From: Blocked

To:  Available

result: Unlock Securities

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 / / Understand from the nature of the guideline (transfer) why the trade date is not required but does it really make sense to “restrict” it, ie that means it 

causes problems with STP if ASX receive it. Would they not be better to “ignore” it if instructed?

Ashok Kumar Trade Date is not an attribute on the current EIS Demand Transfer related messages, therefore ASX took the approach to capture required data that 

needed validation rather than ignore the data in the message.  

ASX would like to seek further information to understand 1) the STP problem that results if Trade Date is not included within the ISO message from a 

participants perspective; 2) is this STP issue experienced today with the current EIS related messages; 3) is the STP issue encountered only because of 

Trade Date not present.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 / / 1 Do we have the opportunity to override the default CUM/EX indicator? E.g. what was considered as a ex transaction needs to be treated as a special cum 

transaction. Should the ASX consider making the supplementary reference mandatory in order to remove the risk of mismatching?

Suresh Chinnappa Yes, the override basis of movement value can be optionally provided in business message element Trade Transaction Condition <TradTxCond>. The 

allowable "codes" are not included in the message schema , however ASX will make available an External Code List which provides a list of allowable 

"codes" for mentioned element.  The main purpose for externalising these "codes" is to avoid message impacts and development as a result of having to 

introduce a new version of the message because of a change to the "code" set values.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 / / 2 Is there a Tran basis of movement of M, O or L not required? Suresh Chinnappa Yes, The Transaction basis is provided in business message element SecuritiesTransactionType <SctiesTxTp>. The allowable "codes" are not included in 

the message schema , however ASX will make available an External Code List which provides a list of allowable "codes" for mentioned element.  The main 

purpose for externalising these "codes" is to avoid message impacts and development as a result of having to introduce a new version of the message 

because of a change to the "code" set values.
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Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 / / 3 will Free of payment transactions be able to settle via Settlement batch? and how will this work? in some cases you have Free of payment Lending 

transactions settling via settlement batch using 101 chess message. how can you instruct free of payment 105 (with no cash)

Wayne Murphy The existing CHESS EIS 101 and 105 messaged will be replaced by another set of messages sett.105 (Settlement Instruction Request) not hold.201.

For Demand Transfer Requests the element Payment <Pmt> must equal FREE as these transfers are demand and free of payment (i.e. Units to be settled 

within the system between two accounts, but the payment may be settled outside of the settlement for example).

For Settlement Instruction Requests that are scheduled (i.e. not demand) to be settled the element Payment <Pmt> must be "FREE" where Settlement 

Amount is not provided, otherwise element Payment <Pmt> must be "APMT" where Settlement Amount is provided and is greater than 0.00)

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 / DeliveringSettlementParties 1 Please consider using Party 2 in Delivering Settlement Parties and Receiving Settlement Parties (as appropriate) to identify the sponsoring participant, 

and Party 1 to identify the settlement participant (like in market-side settlement instructions, where Party 2 identifies the clearing participant, and party 

1 the settlement participant). Then you would not need to introduce the proprietary Settlement Transaction Conditions UDTR, UDRP and BDTR; if 

delivering and receiving Party 1 are different, it is clearly bilateral; if the same, then clearly unilateral; if delivering Party 1 and Party 2 are different, or 

receiving Party 1 and Party 2 are different, then it is related-party; if all the same, then not. This also makes the sponsoring participant explicit, which it 

does not seem to be here.

Craig Gray Thank you for this suggestion.  For the mentioned Settlement Transaction Codes, ASX agrees you could use Party 1 and Party 2, however if new workflows 

were to be introduced in the future it is unclear if the suggestion will cater for all new workflows, therefore ASX intends to use Settlement Transaction 

Condition which will explicitly outline the business workflow that is to be invoked.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 /  DeliveringSettlementParties / Party1 / SafekeepingAccount 1 This may need to be retained. Refer comment under Settlement Type and Additional Parameters / Common Identification. Craig Gray Thank you. 

ASX should not enforce mandatory matching at the Supplementary Reference level, however it will be within the Participants control to mandate or not 

mandate.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 / / ReceivingSettlementParties 1 Refer comment under Delivering Settlement Parties. Craig Gray Refer tosett.201/ DeliveringSettlementParties

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 / SettlementParameters / SettlementTransactionCondition / Proprietary / 

Identification

1 Introducing and requiring proprietary Settlement Transaction Conditions UDTR, UDRP and BDTR (codes that are peculiar to ASX) may be unnecessary. 

Refer comment under Delivering Settlement parties.

Craig Gray Settlement Transaction Condition is used to explicitly outline the business workflow that is being invoked.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 /  / SettlementTypeAndAdditionalParameters / CommonIdentification 1 This is being used to provide equivalent functionality to Supplementary Reference in EIS005, including the “secondary matching” capability. However, by 

broad industry convention, and especially when used with secondary matching, Supplementary Reference normally carries a HIN; this would be better 

implemented via Safekeeping Account of the relevant Delivering or Receiving Settlement Party. Then there would be no need to introduce the foreign (to 

ISO) concept of secondary matching; and after all, secondary matching was really a workaround for the longstanding limitation in EIS005 of not being able 

to quote and match on the counterparty HIN. Let’s remove that limitation, rather than cement the secondary matching workaround. Nevertheless, there 

will need to be broad agreement on this change, in case there is anyone relying on something that is not a HIN or account identifier for secondary 

matching.

 Craig Gray Refer to sett.201/ DeliveringSettlementParties / Party1 / SafekeepingAccount

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 /  / TradeDetails / InvestorCapacity / Proprietary / Identification 1 Trade Details / Investor Capacity / Proprietary / Identification Foreign-guaranteed condition should be implemented as a Trade Transaction Condition, not 

as the Investor Capacity. First, because foreign-guaranteed really is not an investor capacity (look at what the three standard ISO codes mean). Then 

importantly, because Trade Transaction Conditions are included on allegement messages (sese.028), but Investor Capacity is not; using Trade Transaction 

Conditions avoids having to add Investor Capacity as Supplementary Data on sese.028. There is an obvious reason why Investor Capacity is not on the 

allegement: if it truly is the investor capacity, then it is of no interest to the counterparty. So, Trade Transaction Conditions is a far better place to 

annotate the foreign-guaranteed condition.

 Craig Gray Noted. Trade Transaction Condition is already mapped as Basis of Movement and only allows 4 characters codes, then qualifier could not be added to 

differentiate between Basis of Movement and Guarantee Foreign Indicator. Even business rules cannot be included as both elements are optional. In this 

scenario, investor capacity was the recommendation by SWIFT. 

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 / / TradeDetails / SettlementInstructionProcessingAdditionalDetails 1 Introducing SMAT (a code that is peculiar to ASX) may be unnecessary. Refer comment under Settlement Type and Additional Parameters / Common 

Identification.

 Craig Gray Refer to sett.201/ DeliveringSettlementParties / Party1 / SafekeepingAccount

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  201_001_02_sese_023_001_07 / / Settlement Parties. ASX have indicated that both the Receiving and Delivering Party 1’s are mandatory (plus PSETs). Is that always the case for both 

receives and delivers for this type of transfer (no problem if it is, just want to check)?

Ashok Kumar It is to simplify the flow, as the same message will be used for Unilateral and Bilateral Demand Transfer. The convention will be for Unilateral populate 

with the same value and Bilateral always different values.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 202_001_02_sese_025_001_07 / / 1 From a CA perspective should the message also confirm how the transaction has been settled i.e. CUM or EX? Suresh Chinnappa Basis of Movement is mapped to element TradeTransactionCondition <TradTxCond>

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 202_001_02_sese_025_001_07 / / 2 Please clarify use of this message in the “Unilateral Demand Transfer (Related Participants)” case, since the descriptive refers to both EIS004 and EIS010, 

but with this now clearly designated a unilateral transfer (correctly, because only one actual settlement participant is involved), there should only be one 

confirmation message. (Dual confirmation of EIS003 via EIS004 and EIS010 is a vestige of CHESS 1.0, where EIS003 effected settlement between 

participants, and the confirming messages went to separate settlement participants. But current use involves only one settlement participant, the other 

participant having only sponsoring capacity and requiring the settlement participant to manage its holdings.)

Craig Gray Agree that the confirmation message in current CHESS for the mentioned EIS003 was sent to the Settlement Participant and the Sponsoring Participant to 

advise that the settlement of units was effected.  ASX intends to still send a confirmation message to both the Settlement Participant and Sponsoring 

Participant as it is still important to advise both parties of their new balance post the settlement of units.  The initiator of the workflow is the delivering 

party and this can either be the Settlement Participant or Sponsoring Participant so two parties are involved in the workflow even though it's not a 

bilateral demand transfer.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 202_001_02_sese_025_001_07 / / 1 Agree with Craig's and Suresh's comments Wayne Murphy

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 202_001_02_sese_025_001_07 / TradeDetails / SettlementInstructionProcessingAdditionalDetails / 

Secondary_Matching_Flag

1 Per my previous comment. Would it be more effective if we make this element compulsory? Refer to sett.201/ DeliveringSettlementParties / Party1 / SafekeepingAccount

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 207_001_01_sese_024_001_08 / / 1 The status may be a processing, pending processing, internal matching, matching and/or settlement status". Grammar is not right? Suresh Chinnappa The purpose of this message is to notify a Participant that a Bilateral Demand Transfer previously submitted to ASX has been processed but cannot 

currently be matched against a corresponding instruction submitted by the counterparty. The status is mapped as MatchingStatus>Unmatched>No 

Match (CMIS). CMIS code definition in ISO20022 is “A matching instruction from your counterparty could not be found".

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 207_001_01_sese_024_001_08 / / MatchingStatus 1 Would this have a status of Unmatched? The purpose of this message is to notify a Participant that a Bilateral Demand Transfer previously submitted to ASX has been processed but cannot 

currently be matched against a corresponding instruction submitted by the counterparty. The status is mapped as MatchingStatus>Unmatched>No 

Match (CMIS). CMIS code definition in ISO20022 is “A matching instruction from your counterparty could not be found".

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 208_001_01_sese_028_001_06 / / 1 Please clarify workflow. There is no mention anywhere of allegement removal advice (sese.029); this should be sent to the participant once the 

participant’s settlement instruction has been received and matched. I think sese.029 is an optional part of the ISO workflow only because the participant 

receiving the allegement may not send a matching settlement instruction.

Craig Gray sese.028 is correctly mapped as the scope of this message is: An account servicer ("ASX") sends a SecuritiesSettlementTransactionAllegementNotification 

to an account owner to advise the account owner that a counterparty has alleged an instruction against the account owner's account at the account 

servicer and that the account servicer could not find the corresponding instruction of the account owner.

The account servicer/owner relationship may be:

- a central securities depository or another settlement market infrastructure acting on behalf of their participants

- an agent (sub-custodian) acting on behalf of their global custodian customer, or

- a custodian acting on behalf of an investment management institution or a broker/dealer.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 208_001_01_sese_028_001_06 / / 2 agree with Craig's comments Wayne Murphy Refer to sett.208/ #1 response

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 208_001_01_sese_028_001_06 /  / DeliveringSettlementParties 1 Refer comment on “hold.201”. Craig Gray Refer response on hold.201.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 208_001_01_sese_028_001_06 /  / DeliveringSettlementParties / Party1 / SafekeepingAccount 1 Refer comment on “hold.201”. Craig Gray Refer response on hold.201.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 208_001_01_sese_028_001_06 / / ReceivingSettlementParties 1 Refer comment on “hold.201” under Delivering Settlement Parties. Craig Gray Refer response on hold.201.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 208_001_01_sese_028_001_06 / SettlementParameters / SettlementTransactionCondition / Proprietary / 

Identification

1 Refer comment on “hold.201”. Craig Gray Refer response on hold.201.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 208_001_01_sese_028_001_06 /  / SettlementTypeAndAdditionalParameters / CommonIdentification 1 Refer comment on “hold.201”. Craig Gray Refer response on hold.201.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 208_001_01_sese_028_001_06 /  / TradeDetails / InvestorCapacity / Proprietary / Identification 1 Refer comment on “hold.201” under Trade Details / Investor Capacity. If the foreign-guaranteed condition is implemented as a Trade Transaction 

Condition, you will not need to insert Investor Capacity as supplementary data here. Investor Capacity should not be relevant to the counterparty, so no 

surprise it is not included on sese.028, and this just underlines that Investor Capacity is not the right place to put the foreign-guaranteed condition.

Craig Gray Refer response on hold.201.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 208_001_01_sese_028_001_06 / / TradeDetails / SettlementInstructionProcessingAdditionalDetails 1 Introducing SMAT (a code that is peculiar to ASX, and in this case added as supplementary data) may be unnecessary. Refer comments on “hold.201” 

under Settlement Type and Additional Parameters / Common Identification, and Trade Details / Settlement Instruction Processing Additional Details.

Craig Gray Refer response on hold.201.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 208_001_01_sese_028_001_06 / TradeDetails / AccountOwnerTransactionIdentification 1 This should contain something understandable to the recipient (which the counterparty’s transaction identification certainly is not). Refer ISO 

description: “Identification of an account owner transaction that could potentially match with the allegement notified.” This is not mandatory (despite 

what it says in the annotation attached to this element), so maybe just omit it.

Craig Gray Agree

Account Owner Transaction Id will be removed 
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Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 209_001_01_sese_020_001_07 / / AccountOwnerTransactionIdentification 1 This is being used incorrectly. Looks like a new transaction identifier is expected here (by analogy with EIS Transaction Id, which is mentioned in the 

annotation). This element should contain the transaction identifier that I sent on the original settlement instruction (sese.023), not a new transaction 

identifier (quite clear from examples in the MDR).

Craig Gray Agree

Target Transaction Id will be mapped as AccountOwnerTransactionIdentification / SecuritiesSettlementTransactionIdentification

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 209_001_01_sese_020_001_07 / AccountOwnerTransactionIdentification / 

SecuritiesSettlementTransactionIdentification

1 This needs to be retained, to allow Account Owner Transaction Identification to be used correctly, to identify the settlement transaction being cancelled. Agree

Target Transaction Id will be mapped as AccountOwnerTransactionIdentification / SecuritiesSettlementTransactionIdentification

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 209_001_01_sese_020_001_07 /  AccountServicerTransactionIdentification 1 This should not have to be made mandatory. If Account Owner Transaction Identification is used correctly, carrying the transaction identification of my 

original settlement transaction instruction (refer comment on Account Owner Transaction Identification), then that is all that’s needed to identify the 

transaction to be cancelled. It is OK to let Account Servicer Transaction Identification be used, but it should not be mandatory.

Suresh Chinnappa Agree

Account Service will be removed

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold  210_001_01_sese_027_001_05 / / 1 In regards to house keeping what will the duration be for a demand transfer cancellation? Suresh Chinnappa Noted. Still in investigation.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 210_001_01_sese_027_001_05 / / 1 Please clarify workflow. This is annotated analogous to EIS048, but EIS048 has very specific workflow in CHESS that does not map naturally to ISO. Perhaps 

something like this makes more sense under ISO: 1. Sese.027 used only in response to explicit cancellation requests from the originator of the settlement 

instruction (sese.020, “hold_209”). 2. Sese.024 used to notify unsolicited cancellations (from housekeeping); sese.027 makes no sense in this context 

because there is no account-owner cancellation request (sese.020) to reference back to. 3. Sese.027 or sese.024 sent only to the originator of the 

settlement instruction, not also to the counterparty; it makes no sense to send messages about cancelling settlement instructions to the counterparty 

when the counterparty has not yet instructed settlement. 4. Perhaps sese.029 (allegement removal advice) sent to the counterparty for either 

cancellation scenario, to clear the allegement

Craig Gray Noted. ASX will investigate the impact, effort versus benefit.

This model would increase a lot of complexity specially because Scheduled Settlement Instruction which has cancel match and unmatched instruction 

should follow the same approach. The message sese.027 can be used to inform housekeeping as the Transaction Id is correctly mapped now and ASX will 

generated a Cancelling Transaction Id in the sett.210. In the cancel request, the Participant provides the Target Transaction Id to be cancelled which is 

informed to the Counterparty in the allegement message. The response in a Cancelling status advice and ISO20022 allows status advice to be shared. This 

mapping was SWIFT recommendation and approved by ASX.  

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 210_001_01_sese_027_001_05 / / TransactionIdentification / AccountOwnerTransactionIdentification 1 Refer comment on “hold_209”. Craig Gray Refer response on hold.209.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 210_001_01_sese_027_001_05 / /TransactionIdentification / AccountOwnerTransactionIdentification / 

SecuritiesSettlementTransactionIdentification

1 Refer comment on “hold_209”. Craig Gray Refer response on hold.209.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_hold 210_001_01_sese_027_001_05 / / TransactionIdentification / AccountOwnerTransactionIdentification / 

SecuritiesSettlementTransactionIdentification

1 Refer comment on “hold_209”. Craig Gray Refer response on hold.209.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 101_001_01_secl_001_001_03 /  / NotifiedTradeLegDetails / OverrideBasisOfMovement 1 Will this cover all CA codes? Suresh Chinnappa Yes.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 104_001_02_secl_002_001_03 /  / 1 No issues with this usage. Much better mapping than version 01 of "sett_104" was. Craig Gray Thank you.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 104_001_02_secl_002_001_03 /  / 2 No issues with this version. better mapping to the SECL message  Wayne Murphy Thank you.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /  / 4 The EIS MT 134 stipulates broker related; is this the case in the new environment? Suresh Chinnappa Could you please clarify the questions.

Oct-18 ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /  / 5 No issues with the formatting on the ISO, Suresh has raised a good point on broker related. Wayne Murphy Refer response on sett.102 #4

Jul-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 101_001_01_secl_001_001_03 / 1 We should depart from CHESS practice and make this purely a trade notification, without any implications of being a settlement instruction. 

As such, it should simply notify the designated clearing participant that ASX has accepted the trade in its capacity as central counterparty, without 

implying anything yet about settlement. Actual, final settlement obligations (netted or not) should then be notified separately, and explicitly (via 

expanded use of secl.010).

Reasons for this suggested change of philosophy include:

  (1) It eliminates current inefficient processing that requires us to establish settlement obligations for each and every notified trade, only to cancel the 

majority when netting is notified. Far better to notify settlement obligations just once, in their final form.

  (2) It avoids exacerbating the above issue when the new give-up function is used(assuming give-up will happen after the initial trade notification).

  (3) It makes it feasible for participants to choose not to process trade notifications in the context of settlement; if settlement obligations for unnetted 

trades are not notified explicitly, then processing trade notifications cannot become optional.

  (4) It better models separation of ASX's role as a central counterparty (and potentially not the only CCP) from its role as provider of the settlement 

service.

  (5) It is more in line with CCP practice in other markets, from what I can see.

  (6) It fits the ISO model better. Once you remove any connotation of settlement from the trade notification, it becomes straightforward that the proper 

message for notifying cancelled trades is secl.002 (a clearing message), and not sese.027 (a settlement message).

I have been suggesting this approach from the outset. This is my final fling at trying to get the point across! Obviously, in the final analysis, we can 

accommodate whatever you come up with.

Craig Dion Global Thank you for raising this.

Inline with the committee presentation, there will be a review of the current trade registration process incorporating these comments.  Updates are 

progressing internally and will be communicated accordingly.

Jul-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 101_001_01_secl_001_001_03 / 2 No issues for the 164 message type. Wayne Murphy BNP Paribas Noted

Jul-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 101_001_01_secl_001_001_03 /ClearingMember/BIC 1 Confirm BIC is intentionally excluded here. BIC has been retained for counterparty clearing member on this message,and of course in settlement 

obligation notification.

Craig Dion Global corrected 

Jul-18
ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 101_001_01_secl_001_001_03 /ClearingMember/BIC 2 BIC has also been retained for non clearing member. Craig Dion Global corrected 

Jul-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 104_001_01_sese_027_001_05 / 1 Refer comment #1 on "sett_101" (secl.001). If the revised philosophy put forward there were adopted, the natural ISO message to use here would be 

secl.002, not sese.027. However, if "sett_101" remains a de facto settlement obligation, then my point becomes moot.

Craig Dion Global Remapping completed as a result of enhancement to trade registration 

Jul-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 104_001_01_sese_027_001_05 / 2 I agree with Craig' s point on this, 116 Chess message cancellation represents a number of Chess messages,  101, 105, 107 etc  This ISO message is 

represented correctly,  However for 164 chess message,or any other SECL message  correct ISO should be secl.002

Wayne Murphy BNP Paribas Noted.  The remapping of trade cancellation now uses base message secl.002.  This means other cancellation message types will possibly use other base 

messages per business area. 

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_comm 801_001_01_head_001_001_01 /BusinessService 1 Unless I have misunderstood, we seem to be using business service to define a brand new message numbering scheme that is neither CHESS nor ISO, and 

which will be peculiar to ASX. To me, this is an odd thing to do. I would be interested to hear what others think.

Craig, Dion Global Correct.  

Business Service value contains new message numbering scheme, not related to EIS message id, read with ISO base message to identify the xml schema 

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 / 1 I might be running ahead here, but just curious what will happen with trades that need to settle un-netted. Will we get a settlement obligation report for 

these, or will we just have to assume settlement of them based off the original trade notification and the fact it was not referenced in a net obligation 

report (like current CHESS)? I am trying to think-through separation of clearing and settlement functions, and wondering should trade notification be kept 

separate from settlement obligation notification always, in which case you would also need an explicit settlement obligation notification for trades 

settling un-netted, and not just for netted ones. Or maybe that is the intion, or something similar, Can we have a quick chat if that doesn't make sense, 

because it seems important to me.

Craig, Dion Global Eligible notified market trades also represent scheduled gross settlement obligations.  If not netted, these trades need no further instruction to settle 

""un-netted"".  Both non-netted obligations and a 'bulk' settlement obligation report could be provided without further instructions.

The proposed messaging given separation of Clearing and Settlement roles does not require new message events. This approach is reflected in the 

sett.102 Netted Obligation Report message flows, and is extended for the sett.101 Notified Trade for the June TC meeting.  This sees both Settlement 

Participant and Clearing Participant (if different) receiving a copy of the messages (with the potential to opt-out if not required). 

ASX will review your comments in further detail.

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 / 2 Following on from my previous comment, can we at least leave this usage open for on-going comment until we have seen the usage of all other clearing 

messages, such as trade notification and cancellation, and are clear on the end-to-end workflow from initial trade notification right through to CCP 

sending settlement instruction to the CSD. A view on how this flow is impacted by the proposed give-up/take-up function is also needed before we can 

absolutely rule off this segment.

Craig, Dion Global Agreed for ongoing sett.102 reviewed to allow review of clearing messaging i.e. sett.101 

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /ReportDetails/SettlementObligationDetails 1 Multiple occurrence of settlement obligation details has been retained. Please confirm whether or not in practice we will receive messages with multiple 

settlement obligation details.

Craig, Dion Global Noted this comment is withdrawn below

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /ReportDetails/SettlementObligationDetails 2 Re comment #1, sorry, I missed the "Multiplicity Restriction" flagged at the top. Craig, Dion Global Noted
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Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /ReportDetails/SettlementObligationDetails/AdditionalSettlementObligat

ionDetails/References/TradeLegNotificationIdentification

1 References element has been removed; however, assuming trade notification is to be via secl.001, then could not References be retained and this 

element used to provide the link between the settlement obligation report and trade notification, rather than providing referencing via supplementary 

data.

Craig, Dion Global Yes for assumption that secl.001 is the base ISO message for trade notification.  While References/TradeLegIdentification is repeating - component does 

not support other data (Trade Execution Id and Trade Date) included per netted trade.   

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /ReportDetails/SettlementObligationDetails/Payment 1 Refer comments #1/#2 on ReportDetails / SettlementObligationDetails / SettlementAmount / CreditDebitIndicator. Craig, Dion Global Refer to ASX Response on comments #1 on ReportDetails / SettlementObligationDetails / SettlementAmount / CreditDebitIndicator

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /ReportDetails/SettlementObligationDetails/SettlementAmount/CreditD

ebitIndicator

1 Not really a bid deal this one, but not credit debit indicator has been retained as optional, why not just omit if settlement amount is zero? Why arbitrarily 

pick credit for a zero amount? In fact, if settlement amount is zero, then should this in fact be a free of payment settlement instruction, rather than an 

against payment one? Is there a standard practice anywhere?

Craig, Dion Global Credit Debit Indicator made mandatory for predictability and by ISO convention zero value is a CRDT.  Only 'Against Payment Settlement' as this value 

does not determine security movement behaviour or the framework for fail events.

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /ReportDetails/SettlementObligationDetails/SettlementAmount/CreditD

ebitIndicator

2 Sorry about comment 1, should say, "Not really a big deal this one, but note ..." Craig, Dion Global Noted

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /ReportParameters/ReportIdentification 1 This is defined as "unique identification of the report" but has been mapped to CHESS Origin Transaction Id which, for EIS134 that I think we are primarily 

trying map here, is non-unique (identifying the netting process).

Craig, Dion Global The CHESS as-is has a common Origin Tx Id for all messaging from the Netting process, but the Tx Id is shared for the EIS134 and EIS138s.  In combining 

these two EIS messages into the sett.102, the Tx Id value becomes unique.  For to-be the BizMsgIdr will be unique and will replace the EIS Tx Id. 

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /SettlementParties 1 This is defined as providing "details about the receiving parties involved in the settlement chain" but is being used here for the delivering parties. Not 

necessarily questioning this; just flagging that this message is a little confusing, what with this and also having settlement parties present within the 

settlement obligation details. Would like it doubly confirmed that our usage here is correct.

Craig, Dion Global Agreed the presence of Settlement Parties blocks in the base message is confusing.  The Mandatory block is used for Receiving Settlement Parties and 

optional block made mandatory for the Delivering Settlement Parties detail.  This local practice is consistent with the SMPG guidance. Alternatives of 

duplication of Receiving Settlement Parties in both occurrences or using dummy values for the mandatory block is not recommended.

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /SupplementaryData/NettedTradeDetails/TotalMessageCount 1 Annotation appears wrong (trade date). If this is in fact a message count (meaning what? the number of trades represented?), then it really isn't needed--

not so much as to warrant adding a supplementary data item for it.

Craig, Dion Global Thank you.  Agree annotation from Trade Date has been used instead of mapping for BP57 from EIS134

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /SupplementaryData/TradeLegDetails 1 Built-in referencing between settlement obligation and underlying trade legs seems to be available via 

ReportDetails/SettlementObligationDetails/AdditionalSettlementObligationDetails/References/TradelegNotificationIdentification. If correct, then better 

to use that than put a new element in supplementary data.

Craig, Dion Global Please refer to ASX Response to similar comment #1 on 

/ReportDetails/SettlementObligationDetails/AdditionalSettlementObligationDetails/References/TradeLegNotificationIdentification

Jun-18

ASX_AU_CHS_draft_sett 102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 /SupplementaryData/TradeLegDetails 2 Following on from comment #1, whilst I see content proposed here is more than just the trade leg identification, that extra data should be able to be got 

from trade notification if needed; hence just the built-in link should be adequate.

Craig, Dion Global Correct this data is potentially derivable from the sett.101- however we look to avoid lookups - especially should those messages be subject to opt-out 

preference.  We will continue to consult on this as part of the clearing message review.

Jun-18

102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 By email For the exchange side settlement messages (individual and netted), ideally we would like the option to just receive one scheduled bulk settlement 

message per stock/BOM per settlement day regardless of if they were netted or not.  This is similar to some other markets.  

This message would come out S-1 after that days settlement cycle had completed and would include any fails from the previous settlement cycles as well 

as any accruals due to settle on the next settlement day.

Darrel, Goldman Sachs Any S-1 'bulk settlement movement' calculation would be projected as bilateral trades could be matched and scheduled on S.  If used together with an 

opt-out for related messages, this would be additional reporting as no further instruction is required to schedule market trades.  The opt-out requirement 

for S-day messages would also need confirmation.  This might be achieved using a node-based enquiry, demand report request, or adding a "projected 

calculation" notification event.  

Jun-18

102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 By email Likewise for these we would like to see just one bulk settlement message per day (i.e.. a bulk of all settled exchange trades).

Internally the node will still have the individual/netted messages to enable isolation of counterparty etc. but they are just noise for our internal systems 

and not needed (note: we still include any isolated trade in the bulk as well).  

Darrel, Goldman Sachs Any "bulk settlement movement" notification could be used with an opt-out of settlement notifications.  Such a facility will be considered as part of the 

to-be design for messaging preferences. 

Jun-18

102_001_01_secl_010_001_03 By email Our exchange trade reconciliation is carried out in the trading/booking systems and all that is past down to our clearing system is a single bulked 

exchange trade for each stock/BOM/Settlement date.  This is following the normal pattern we use in other markets which allows us significantly better 

scalability in our global clearing and other downstream systems.

We would still like to be able to do a report request to get the individual trades if we need them (we have only used the individual trades twice since we 

did the migration onto the our global clearing systems in March 2014, the last time was the recent ALC incident where we needed trades for a few 

stocks).

Darrel, Goldman Sachs Agree a method of ad-hoc collection of required events would be needed to support opt-out preferences.   


